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Ufton Crop Circle, Warwickshire 2010 / M. Barnes
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   Lonc, Living products
Our products have just the right mix of beauty, elegance, and

functionality — a blend of contrasting, distinguishing, distinctive design
elements. Subdued and subtle and never intrusive, but with firm and
unmistakable presence. The more you look at any one of them, the more
you see. It’s like with good music. The first time you hear it you realize it
has ‘something’. You don’t know what it is, but you keep listening, and
as you do, it keeps getting better. We have our own unique signature
and aim to set new standards in design, combined with comfort.

Lonc is environmentally conscious and fully embraces corporate social
responsibility: our products are recyclable.

Lonc stands for timeless products with a long life cycle. Our designs
combine simple curves with subtle movements. We believe in the
authenticity of our products. 

Lonc steht für zeitlose Produkte mit einer langen
Lebensdauer. Unser Design kombiniert einfache Kurven
mit subtilen Bewegungen. 
Sie sind einzigartig, organisch, modern, langlebig und
made in Holland. 

Lonc est synonyme de produits intemporels 
qui ont une longue durée de vie. Nos créations mêlent
courbes simples avec des mouvements subtils. Nous
croyons à l'authenticité de nos produits. 
Ils sont uniques, organique, moderne, durable et 
fabriqué en Hollande.

They are unique, organic, modern, durable and made in Holland.
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Jaws, Steven Spielberg Universal Pictures (1975)
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Chair is a Chair is a Chair...
It’s already been described in a

variety of ways: the friend next door, the
socializer and the Prosecco-pleaser. It
doesn’t matter how you describe the
Seaser. When you sit in this chair, you
instantaneously feel like the emperor 

of Rome. Ergonomically, with its open
seating position, the chair is designed to
engage you in the conversation, while
providing sufficient lower back support.
Says product designer Rogier Waaijer: 
I often get my inspiration from nature. 

That may also be the reason why the
chair ended up with such an organic
shape. It looks like a sculpture, but then
an extremely comfortable one!
The Seaser is made of a single piece of
polyethylene and is hollow. 

To realize this design, Waaijer
chose a production technique known as
rotational moulding.
This process enabled us to achieve very
high standards in the final product. 
But there are other advantages as well.

The polyethylene material is weather
proof, easy to clean, 100% recyclable
and indestructible. Rainwater is drained
off automatically through the openings 
on the sides of the chair.

seaserlounge chair

garden/ beach/ lounge chair
h: 68.5, w: 73, d: 82cm
PE (Polyethylene)
standard ca. 11kg
up to ca. 30kg
in/ outdoor
easy to clean

Seaser
size

material
weight

optional weight
use
and

top side front

red

taupe

pink

gray

orange

black

green

petrol

white

blue
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The perfect companion to the Seaser
The Teaser is a side table, but

also a stool and a foot rest. The Teaser
fits seamlessly with the Seaser — beauty
and functionality in its purest form.
Whether you put something on the table 

or wipe something off, the Teaser offers a
solid foundation for the most diverse and
urgent issues, and yet maintains its
timeless neutrality.
For extra added elegance, we offer the 

Teaser Glass Top, with an 8 mm glass
plate — a nicely dressed up variation on
the theme, and a fine companion to the
Seaser Soft or Seaser Leather.

You can increase the weight of
both the chair and the table. A hollow
space inside each one can be filled with
sand and then sealed off with a metal lid.
The weight of the Seaser is increased
from 11 up to 30 kg, while the weight of
the Teaser can be increased from 5 kg 
to a maximum of 22 kg. 

lounge (foot)stool/ side table
h: 34, w: 58,6, d: 58,6cm
PE (Polyethylene)
standard ca. 5kg
up to ca. 22kg
in/ outdoor
easy to clean

Teaser
size

material
weight

optional weight
use
and

top side 3d

red

taupe

pink

gray

orange

black

green

petrol

white

blue

teaser(foot)stool/ side table
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Dirck Hals, The Fête Champêtre (1627)
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upholstered lounge chair

easy chair
h: 68.5, w: 73, d: 82cm
100% polyester
490 gr/m2  (tolerance ±5%)
75.000 Martindale cycles
class 4 
class 5
standard ca. 16kg

Seaser soft
size

fabric
fabric weight

abrasion
pilling

colour fastness to light
total weight

top side front

passion petrol natural graphite midnight
seaser ‘soft’

A lounge chair for the living room
The Seaser Soft easy chair

takes the hard edge off our original
Seaser, to give you a soft and
comfortable living room chair without
compromising on a winning design. 
On the Seaser Soft, we’ve added three
different layers of foam over the
polyethylene base, and then covered the
foam with a soft, durable, stain resistant 

fabric, available in five sumptuous
colours. With our usual attention to detail,
of course. For instance: the seams are
just a shade darker than the fabric colour.
With the Seaser Soft, you get the warm
embrace of an upholstered easy chair, 
the ergonomics of the original Seaser,
and a colour range to match any interior
colour scheme.
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Artificial elegance
This chair is the complement 

to any well designed home or office
environment. Its perfect finishing is aimed 

at the interior decorating aficionado, the
perfect finishing touch to wrap up an
upgrade, remodel, or major project.

white cognac black black (white stitch)

easy chair
h: 68.5, w: 73, d: 82cm
2% Nano Hightech Compound / 88%PVC-Compound
10% CO/PES knitted polyester
860 +/- 60 gr/m²
1,0 +/- 1,7 mm
UV / salt-water / oil / crack / disinfectant
chlorine water / tear / tear-propagation
EN 1021-1+2, IMO FTPC P8 BS5852-IS 0+1
100,000 Martindale cycles
DIN EN ISO 9001:2000, ISO/TS 16949:2001
standard ca. 17kg

Seaser leather
size

material

material weight
material thickness

resistance

flame resistant
abrasion

certification
total weight

top side front

upholstered lounge chairseaser leather
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Evel Knievel: 140 feet, 90 mph. (1975) / Photo: David Ashdown
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easer chair
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Form and function for the ages
If you’ve got a good thing going,

then you might as well keep going. So
Rogier Waaijer has tweaked the design
elements he first came up with for our
award-winning Seaser lounge chair, the
Beaser stools, and the a-Lowha table
series to produce the Easer. Easy to sit in,
gorgeous to look at, and versatile enough 

for place of pride in the home, or to serve
many functions in the workplace.
The Easer, a minimalist combination of
moulded polyethylene and stainless steel,
is sleek, stylish, sturdy, and superbly
comfortable. With its clean lines and soft
curves, it is ideal in an office, a lobby, a
waiting room, or a conference room – but it 

is also perfectly well-suited 
to the family dining room.
Rogier has worked and re-worked the
design to make certain the ergonomics are
just right – with plenty of back support and
comfortable arm rests to encourage good
posture, but allowances for relaxed sitting
for hours on end. One thing remains

constant: like all the products in our line of
indoor-outdoor furniture, the Easer is
self-draining and designed to hold up to
the elements, so you can keep it outside
on your patio, and it’s perfect for outdoor
dining. The Easer is available in black,

white and sand; whichever colour you
choose, you’ll be pleased to know that the
only attention it ever demands is an
occasional cleaning with soap and water.
Rogier says that he was looking to create a
chair with a perfect balance of elegance 

and comfort. And in his pursuit of that
balance, we think he’s brought form and
function together in an object of exquisite
beauty.

chair
h: 83, w: 62, d: 60cm
PE (Polyethylene)/ Stainless steel frame
ca. 9kg
in/ outdoor
easy to clean

Easer
size

material
weight

use
and

3-D front side
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beaser wood stool



stool
h: 52, w: 59, d: 56cm
PE (Polyethylene)
Stainless steel/ wood frame
ca. 8kg
in/ outdoor
easy to clean

Beaser wood
size

material

weight
use
and

3-D back top bottomfront side

Furniture to match the cutlery
The Beaser Wood is a lovely

marriage of two unlikely elements. Designer
Rogier Waaijer has truly mixed media with
this playful, practical, and above all,
comfortable three-legged stool, mounting a
rotationally moulded polyethylene seat onto
the wooden legs. Three gently rounded
pieces of dense, durable red-toned
Cumaru, a sustainably produced,
FSC-certified tropical hardwood, are affixed
to a stainless steel base with “knife handle
rivets”. You can’t help but to make the
connection to wooden-handled cutlery.
The ergonomically shaped seat provides
lower back support and comfortably
accommodates all bodies, large or small.
With a built in drainage slit, you can leave 

the Beaser Wood out on the
patio and when the rain stops,
it’s dry in just a few minutes.
Of course, we’ve built it to
stand up to the elements;
Cumaru is so dense it is pretty
much impervious to the
elements, and the seat is wear
and weather-resistant. But it’s so
handsome, you may prefer it in the
living room or the kitchen. In the
workplace, the Beaser Wood is well 
suited to a myriad of uses – with its
standard seating height of 45 cm, it’s ideal
in an office, a restaurant, a lobby, or a
waiting room. Available in black, white 
and grey, it’s the logical extension of the

growing 
Lonc product

line, but this time, it’s been designed to
match the cutlery. And in keeping with that
theme, assembly is just about as easy as
setting the table.

3130
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Fresh take on a familiar object
You might not think there is 

that much you can do to improve on 
the four-legged bar stool. But with the
Beaser, we’ve taken a simple utilitarian
object and added aesthetic and
ergonomic elements to create 
something that is both reassuringly 

familiar but surprisingly different.
Of course, above all, a bar stool should
be comfortable. That’s why the Beaser
provides just the right amount of support
for your lower back, without being
confining. We tested it out on every sort
of body shape we could find – big and 

small, short and tall, and everything in
between. And our subjects all agreed –
it’s a winner!
As for the aesthetics, we took the themes
of our Seaser lounge chair and Teaser
side table and tweaked them slightly to
achieve just the proper balance of organic 

forms and dynamic tension. Not to 
mention durability and functionality. So
the Beaser – made of moulded, weather-
resistant polyethylene and brush stainless
steel, is well-suited for both outside and
inside use – at a poolside bar, around a
high table, or – it goes without saying – 

in a more traditional setting.
And by the way, it’s almost certain
there’s a colour that will work for 
you. Like the Seaser and the 
Teaser, the Beaser is available 
in black, white, grey, and 
seven vivid colours.

red pink orange green white taupe gray black petrol blue

bar stool
h: 72, w: 47, d: 47cm
PE (Polyethylene)/ Stainless steel frame
ca. 6kg
in/ outdoor
easy to clean

Beaser up 650
size

material
weight

use
and

top side front

bar stool
h: 87.4, w: 56.3, d: 52cm
PE (Polyethylene)/ Stainless steel frame
ca. 6kg
in/ outdoor
easy to clean

Beaser 800
size

material
weight

use
and

top side front

beaserbar stoolFrames available in stainless steel, matt white and matt black
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a-Lowha lounge dinner/ table
Casual dining is in, but it’s still

unusual to find furniture that matches the
spirit of relaxed eating and drinking.
That’s why we came up with the a-Lowha
Lounge/Dinner table, a hybrid for the
ages. With enough room for four people
with complementary attitudes to relax and
enjoy a meal at just the right altitude. 

At 65 cm high, the a-Lowha
Lounge/Dinner table is the ideal
companion to the Seaser, or any lounge
chair, for that matter. And with a diameter
of 90 cm, it’s right at home on any lounge
terrace. But equally at home for informal
meetings in an office or work area, with or
without coffee and nibbles. The a-Lowha

table
combines
nicely with the
Seaser Soft and 
Seaser Leather           as well.

stainless steel frame matt white frame matt black frame black top sand top
(outdoor only)

gray top
(indoor only)

white top

lounge/ ‘Low dining’ table
h: 65, w: 87.4, d: 87.4cm
HPL table top/ Stainless steel frame or
Powder coated steel frame
18 kg
in/ outdoor

3d side top

a-Lowha
size

outdoor material

weight
use

Dine a-Lowha dining table
If it’s really a sit-down dinner,

then you still probably would prefer the
standard 75 cm Dine a-Lowha. 
The same stable three-legged base, in
either powder-coated matt black or white,
or brushed stainless steel. 

Elegant, simple, comfortable, with a
choice of four colours for the table top. 
All bases are suitable for outdoor use, 
but these tables are well suited as well 
to the dining room or a business setting.
Especially in combination with the Easer
chair or the Beaser Wood stool.

a-lowha lounge/ dinner table

dine a-lowha dinner table

dining table
h: 75, w: 87.4, d: 87.4cm
HPL table top/ Stainless steel frame or
Powder coated steel frame
19 kg
in/ outdoor

3d side top

Dine a-Lowha
size

outdoor material

weight
use

Frame and tabletop colours and combinations
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D1200H750
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D1600H750
Long Board a-Lowha 160
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 c

m
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D2000H750
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D2400H750
Long Board a-Lowha 240

D900H1100
High a-Lowha
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 c

m

90 cm

45
 c

m

60 cm

45
 c
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D600H450s
Little Low a-Lowha

D900H450
Low a-Lowha

D900H650
a-Lowha

high table
h: 110, w: 87.4, d: 87.4cm
HPL table top/ Stainless steel frame or
Powder coated steel frame
21 kg
in/ outdoor

3d side top

high a-Lowha
size

material

weight
use

high a-lowhahigh table

Mountain high
The hot spot of any 

party: this high table connects 
more people in a ‘round table’
conversation... comfortably.

low a-lowhacoffee table
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little low a-lowha side table
a-Lowha lounge side table

Lounging in style! At 45 cm,
these sturdy, three-legged side tables are
ideal companions to the Seaser, or any
other lounge chair, for that matter. With
rugged HPL tops and choice of powder-
coated or brushed stainless steel bases.
There's an 87 cm model if you want to 

spread out the treats and drinks, or a 
60 cm diamter top to fit into the corner 
of any lounge terrace. Both the Low
a-Lowha and the Little Low a-Lowha
combine beautifully with the Seaser 
Soft and Seaser Leather lounge chairs.

lounge side table
h: 45, w: 60, d: 60cm
HPL table top/ Stainless steel frame or 
Powder coated steel frame
12,5 kg
in/ outdoor

Little Low a-Lowha
size

outdoor material

weight
use

3d side top

lounge side table
h: 45, w: 87.4, d: 87.4cm
HPL table top/ Stainless steel frame or
Powder coated steel frame
16,5 kg
in/ outdoor

Low a-Lowha
size

outdoor material

weight
use

3d side top

Table series height overview
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Bringing folks together
When you’re serving dinner for six

or eight, you want everyone to be involved
in the conversation. The same is true if
you’ve gathered the staff for a strategy
chat. Not a problem with our Long Board
a-Lowha tables. They’re not quite oval and
they’re not quite rectangular, but with no
corners or straight sides, they encourage a 

lively exchange among all who pull up a 
chair. Sleek and simple, with rugged water
and weather-proof, fade-resistant HPL
tops (the same material used for outdoor
construction panels) and stainless steel
frames for outdoors, or powder coated
steel frames and legs for in- and outdoor
use, the Long Board a-Lowha comes in 

three sizes: 160 x 95 and 200 x 95 cm 
to accommodate four/ six, and 240 x 

110 cm, to comfortably accommodate 
eight. The Long Boards are versatile

enough to be used as dining tables, work
tables, or meeting tables; in the home,
office, restaurant, hotel, or conference
center; dressed up or dressed down. 

Because of the     ingenious trestle design,
with a steel spine down the middle, there’s
extra legroom at the ends and corners, and
no outside frame, so you can slide an arm
chair under the table to save space when
it’s not in use.

“We’ve designed a more social table for
meetings or meals,” says designer Rogier
Waaijer. “The curves of the Long Boards
are designed to encourage interaction.
What we are striving for here is a
combination of efficiency and connectivity.”

Available in four colors, the Long Board
a-Lowha is easy to assemble in just a few
minutes, like all the tables in our a-Lowha
series, or to break down into a compact
package for easy storage or shipping. 
The smaller model is available with or

long board a-lowha conference/ dinning table

conference/ dining table
h: 75, w: 160, d: 95cm
HPL table top/ Stainless steel frame or
Powder coated steel frame
37 kg
in/ outdoor

3d top

Long board a-Lowha 160
size

outdoor material

weight
use

conference/ dining table
h: 75, w: 200, d: 95cm
HPL table top/ Stainless steel frame or
Powder coated steel frame
43 kg
in/ outdoor

3d top

Long board a-Lowha 200
size

outdoor material

weight
use
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dining table
h: 75, w: 120, d: 120cm
HPL table top/ Stainless steel frame or 
Powder coated steel frame
26 kg
in/ outdoor

3d side top

Big dine a-Lowha
size

material

weight
use

But wait – there’s more!
Bigger isn’t always better, but

with the three-legged tables in our a-Lowha
series, we thought we could go one size
bigger without sacrificing the balance and
aesthetics, so we’ve added the Big Dine 

a-Lowha dining table to our a-Lowha 
collection. With a table top diameter of 

120 cm and standard table top height 
of 75 cm, it’s ideal for gathering four (or 

five) close friends for dinner, drinks, or 

intimate conversation. Like all the a-Lowha
tables, it’s got a weather-resistant HPL top
and a three-legged stainless steel base
that makes it stable whatever surface 
you place it on.

without the center slit through which you
can pass network cables to eliminate the
tangle on the table top. The larger model 
is only available with the slit. You could 
say that the Long Board a-Lowha is a 
table with no beginning and no end, and

that seems
just about right
for what we feel is
a timeless design.

big dine a-lowha dinner table

conference/ dining table
h: 75, w: 240, d: 110cm
HPL table top/ Stainless steel frame or
Powder coated steel frame
58 kg
in/ outdoor

3d top

Long board a-Lowha 240
size

outdoor material

weight
use



James Bond (007), Casino Royale Ian Fleming (2006)
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Sputnik high table
h: 112, w: 66, d: 66cm
PE (Polyethylene) on stainless steel frame
standard ca. 10kg
LED light (battery powered: max. 16h)
in/ outdoor
easy to assemble (quick lock)

Teaser
size

material
weight

optional
use
and

top side 3d

Teaser ‘Sputnik’ 
Stackable High table

Both models are equipped with
a quick-lock system that separates the
table element from the base element. 
the legs can be ‘nested’ for easy
transportation. The Teaser Sputnik high

table with LED includes a
battery-pack, charger (16
hours) and remote control. 
Ideal for event rental specialists, 
indoor and outdoor parties, corporate
events, and conferences. The LED
version can even be 'branded'!

teaser ‘sputnik’
High table (LED)
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Teasing out even more from 
our Teaser table

You don't need any special
reputation or status to get the most out 
of  our Teaser table — just opt for the
glass-top version, or truly shine with 
the optional Teaser with LED lighting. 

And when you choose the branded
version, you light up a lounge or a
conference with an eye-catching, highly
functional conversation piece that just
could be the centre of attention.

lounge side table
h: 34, w: 58,6, d: 58,6cm + 8mm glass plate
PE (Polyethylene)/ Glass
LED light (battery powered: max. 16h)
standard ca. 6,5kg
up to ca. 23,5kg

Teaser Glass top
size

material
optional

weight
optional weight

top side 3d

teaser(glass top) table (LED)
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Fred Astaire's Famous Ceiling Dance, Royal Wedding (1951)
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Seaser pad-tec 
and Seaser pad Classic

The Seaser Pad-tec is made
from high tech material (Ventisit®). 

Super light weight, does not retain water
and is extremely comfortable. Air passes
through the fabric very easily, keeping you 

cool on a hot day. If the Seaser Pad-tec
gets wet, just shake and it is dry again. 

The Seaser Pad Classic is a warmer,
softer fabric with an inner layer of foam
for even more comfort. 

The Seaser Pad Classic is colour fast,
fade-proof and washable. 

Available in black and a mustardy yellow.
Optional fixing strap included.

seaser pad-tec lounge seat pad classic lounge seat

seat for seaser lounger
h: 92, w: 40, d: 1cm
100% Polyester
durable/ does not retain water/ odor free/ UV 
and colour proof
super lightweight
40°C

Seaser pad-tec
size

ventisit® fabric
special features

weight
washable

front side 3-d

pad- tec pad Classic black pad Classic yellow

seat for seaser lounger
h: 92, w: 40, d: 1cm
100% Polyester
Martindale (EN ISO 12947-2) 70,000
EN ISO 12945-2 5
EN ISO 105-B02 5
EN ISO 105x12 (wet/dry) 4/5
BS EN1021-2  BS EN1021-1
hand wash 20°C max.

Seaser pad classic
size

fabric
abrasion resistance

pilling
colour fastness to light

colour fastness to rubbing
flammability

washable

front side 3-d
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Barack Obama and Cabinet (July 26, 2012)/ Photo: Chuck Kennedy ©2012 
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